
Ethics Meditation (remedying negative actions) 
 
After settling the mind with breathing meditation and setting the motivation, reflect with 
logic and clarity on the following points: 
 
Puri fy ing past  negat ive  act ions :  4 Opponent Powers 
 
1. Refuge:  What ones confession of negative behaviours is laid bare to: the embodiment of 
perfect unbiased compassion, fearlessness, wisdom and ability – ones ”higher power”  

a. Visualize/Imagine and/or have the impression that your object(s) or refuge, are in fact 
present in front of you bearing witness. 

b. For a Buddhist the 3 Jewels: have the attitude that the Buddha/Teacher is the Doctor, the 
Dharma/Teachings is the Medicine and Sangha/Community are the Nurses. 

 
2. Regret: Recognizing a fault(s) to be a fault(s). 
To give your Regret strength, recall that for each non-virtue there future results, for example:   

a. the ripening result of rebirth in the lower realms – animal etc.  
b. Then when one is again reborn as a human… 

i. the result similar to the cause – having the same thing happen to you  
      plus the habit to do the same negative action again  
i. the environmental result – the situation around you 

c. Think of a specific fault to purify and then infer that if you’ve done it once, you have 
done it (and likely in an enhanced way) in the past and think that you’re confessing 
those actions in the far past as well. Negative Actions are performed with body, 
speech & mind: 

i. Negative actions of body: Killing, Stealing, Sexual Misconduct 
ii. Negative actions of speech: Lying, Divisive Speech, Harsh Speech, Gossip 
iii. Negative actions of mind: Covetousness, Malice/Ill-will, *Wrong Views 

*For example nihilism, externalism or doubt about cause and effect 

 
3. Remedy: A countermeasure to the past inappropriate action – do or make a plan to do  
 a. For example: Vajrasattva Purification Practice or the Tara 3 syllable practice 
 b. For example: 35 Buddhas Recitation and Prostration Practice 
 c. Any positive action that stands in direct opposition to your past negative action (like  
 for killing, saving life). 

 
4. Resolve: The promise to your object(s) of refuge not to do the negative action again for a 
specific, reasonable amount of time 

ii. It is important to remember that your faults are adventitious and not permanent parts of 
your character. Your Buddhanature has been and always will be perfect and pure – use 
this practice to feel empowered to behave and think differently, NOT to develop guilt. 

iii. It is also important at the very end of your resolution to feel that that negative action was 
in fact purified. Have confidence that that karma has been purified. Let it go. Clean slate.   

 
 
Dedicate  the mental energy you put into purification to clearing all your obscurations and 
obstacles to developing your full potential of enlightenment for the benefit of all sentient beings. 
 
 



Ethics Meditation (preventing negative actions) 
                                                                
Take a few moments to think about the structure of the meditation before you begin.   
  
Meditation Steps:  
 
1) Breathing meditat ion:   
Spend a few moments focused on the breath, to allow the mind to settle.   
As thoughts naturally arise, simply notice them with gentle attention then let them go.  
Try not to entertain plans about the future or reminisce about the past. Stay present.  
  
2) Motivat ion:   
In your own words, set your motivation to do this spiritual practice for both yourself and others.  
 
3) Body o f  the  Meditat ion : 
  
Ethics: giving up committing negative, harmful actions of body, speech and mind. Restraint.  
 
Completing the practice of ethics does not mean making all other sentient beings devoid of 
harmfulness. If it did, then all the previous buddhas would have yet to complete its practice.   
 
What are the disadvantages of not having ethics? Add your own experience, examples and logic:: 

o We harm people with our unruly or unkind physical actions and speech  
o We accumulate much negative karma, greatly hindering our path in a number of ways 
o We reinforce and perpetuate our negative habits 
o We may trigger and escalate other people’s negative habits 
o Our mind is agitated by the disturbing emotion dominating it, like the heat of anger… 
o Our mind is agitated trying to justify or worrying about what we’ve done  

 
What are the benefits of ethics? Use your own experience, examples and logic: 

• No one is harmed by you (intentionally)  
• Many are benefitted by you (think of examples)  
• The mind becomes more stable through having already made the decision to  

 refrain from harm. No need to have anxiety about what to do, you already know  
• The mind becomes stable and calm in the absence of disturbing emotions that drive bad 

ethics. On that basis, it is much easier to develop concentration. 
• Ethics is the main cause for a human rebirth, so by practicing ethics now, I’m in a better 

position to continue my spiritual path in my next life.  
• One practicing ethics can decide to take on vows (lay or ordained) which accumulate so 

much positive mental energy/good karma/merit, even while asleep  
 
 
4) Dedicat ion:  Dedicate the merit you put into this practice to perfect your ethical  
discipline and quickly ripen to your full potential compassion, wisdom and ability in  
order to help all other living beings achieve that same enlightened state. 
 


